Loredana D'Anghera born in La Spezia, with a degree in opera singing. In addition to teaching
singing lyrical, modern and jazz, at Classical Lyceum of La Spezia and the municipal school of
Massa and Carrara, She has to her credit an intense activity throughout Italy, collaborations and
performances with renowned artists ranging from jazz to pop, from classical to prose including Ugo
Pagliai and Paola Gassman, Gerardo Di Lella Big Band, David Ghidoni, Andrea Tofanelli, Stefano
Paolini, Carlo Gelmini, Marco Bartalini, Vittorio Alinari, Antonello Monni, Luigi Pieri, Franco
Ceccanti, Philip Todaro, Milko Ambrogini, Paolo Ghetti, Marcello Tonolo, Gianluca Petrella,
Marco Tamburini Quintet, Riccardo Zegna, Mirco Capecchi, Merulo Big Band, Mauro Grossi, Jazz
Art Orchestra, Dado Moroni, Daniele Gorgone, Massimiliano Damerini and many others.
She also sang with the New Trolls, Mauro Ermanno Giovanardi (former leader of the group La
Crus) and was host of a show of theatrical Dario Vergassola. She was the only interpreter singer in
musical Recital "Spensieratamente Ricordando" with Paola Gassman and Ugo Pagliai.
She has performed at the famous jazz club in Rome 'Alexander Platz' together with Gerardo Di
Lella Big Band. She made numerous appearances, as soloist in the Jazz Art Orchestra and as
starring in the concert "Modugno Ellington" with the quintet of Marcò Tamburini. Artistic Director
of the Award Lunezia New Proposals from 2001 (authentic national nursery for new talent artsong),
she took care of the contacts with the structures of the music industry as Rai Trade, Warner Music,
Radio 1, Roundabout Records, Target Music, Island of Artists.
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Monni, Luigi Pieri, Franco Ceccanti, Philip Todaro, Milko Ambrogini, Paolo Ghetti, Marcello
Tonolo, Gianluca Petrella, Marco Tamburini Quintet, Riccardo Zegna, Mirco Capecchi, Merulo Big
Band, Mauro Grossi, Jazz Art Orchestra, Dado Moroni, Daniele Gorgone, Massimiliano Damerini
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She also sang with the New Trolls, Mauro Ermanno Giovanardi (former leader of the group La
Crus) and was host of a show of theatrical Dario Vergassola. She was the only interpreter singer in
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Among the recordings made , we note the CD " Softly " ( abbreviation of Lunezia Prize ) , " My
Movies Emotion" with excerpts from film music and the Compilation of the Award Lunezia 2005
and 2007 published by Rai Trade and participation in singing the film of Francesco Ranieri
Martinotti - Silvia Scola and Paul Maselli " the Seven of Diamonds ."
Assets even in the presence of various radio and television broadcasts with Radio One, Radio Two ,
Rai Educational ( Rai School , Rai Uno, Rai Tre ) and Rai 5.
She has participated at the VII Congress of Logopedics and Phoniatrics - Voice and Singing Cinema
- held in Forte dei Marmi and the Auditorium in Torre del Lago between 23 and 25 September
2010.
In 2013 he attended the IX Conference - the artistic voice - was held at the Teatro of Ravenna
Alinghieri 21-24 November.

She has attended the Masterclass of Teacher Paolo Zedda singer and voice teacher ( Conservatoire
d' Alfortville / Paris) in February 2014.
Masterclass with Yva - Barthelemy opera singer and teacher - on vocal held in April 2014 in
Ravenna - application of the method preparation of the singers " voice liberated" ,Masterclass with
professor Elisa Turlà - on method EstillVoicecraft EVT ( in collaboration with the Univerity of
Bologna) February 2014 - .
The vocal flexibility allows it to tap vast repertoire going from lieder to contemporary up to get to
modern repertoire and engage in projects of its conception, it was born in this regard as "59 minutes
" with pianist Pape Gurioli : these are a fusion of Italian hits of all time with passages even in the
classical Bach and Mozart.
Later she created a new project plan and written specifically female voice on his voice by lyrical
voice and the natural passing through a chronological path that touches many musical and vocal
styles.
Recent is the realization of a CD of original songs , titled " Lotus Flower ," written for her by the
authors estimated the Italian music scene as Mario Lavezzi and Alberto Fortis ( with whom he duets
), Max Manfredi , Bungaro and many others.
In the month of September 2012 she participated in the concert held in Modena dedicated to
Pierangelo Bertoli singing together with Enrico Ruggeri, Nomads, Luca Carboni, Tazenda and other
big names of Italian song .
In May 2013 opened the concert of female performers "Women in Song " held at Pala Banco di
Brescia presenting her cd Lotus Flowers , being part of the cast with Mietta , Anna Oxa , Patti
Pravo, Mariah Carey and many others. She has performed in the historic charity event "Meet
Guillain " ( Civic Theatre - La Spezia 17.12.12 ) , where the stars of Italian jazz are meeting for a
concert in support of research for Guillain-Barré syndrome .
On this occasion she performed with Maestro Dado Moroni , alternating with the likes of Danilo
Rea , Paul Whittaker, Roberto Gatto , Richard Arriola , Alessio Menconi and many others,recorded
by Radio Rai Uno.
She was a commentator for RAI News 24, Sanremo 2013.
Now is working to realize a CD of unreleased tracks (of which she is the author of texts) with
pianist Massimiliano Damerini and jazz pianist Andrea Pozza, project aimed at the most important
exhibitions of Italian music. She has completed a Master degree in Vocologia, artistic branch that
includes the study of vocal techniques.
The Masters takes place at the University ' of Bologna.

